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The X-Absorption Edges of Br (35) and Kr (36)*
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The absorption of monochromatic x-rays as a function of the wave-length has been measured
for gaseous krypton, bromine and hydrogen bromide in the region of the absorption edges.
The data were taken with a double crystal spectrometer with a G-M counter to measure the
x-ray intensities. The structure for krypton is considerably different from that previously
obtained for argon. The data for Br2 and HBr are of sufficient accuracy so that they may be
used to check the Kronig-Petersen theory quantitatively.

' ~INE structure on the short wave-length side
of the E-absorption edge of gaseous ab-

sorbers has been found to be of two kinds. The
first is typified by argon, in which the structure
is produced by transitions from the E state to
discrete optical states allowed by the selection
rules. ' The second kind of structure is exhibited
by polyatomic gases. ' That the latter structure is
a property of the molecule rather than the atom
is demonstrated by the fact that the structure
completely disappears when light atoms such as
hydrogen are substituted for all but the absorb-
ing atom in the molecule.

The present work is a quantitative determina-
tion of the shape and fine structure of the X-
absorption edges of krypton and of bromine in

Br2 and in HBr. In the following paper com-
parisons are made with theory.

EXPERIMENTAL

The Societe Genevoise double crystal spec-
trometer has been described in a previous com-
munication. The accessories, with the exception
of the intensity recorder, have remained essen-

tially unchanged.
The x-ray intensity was recorded by a Geiger-

Mueller counter especially designed for the pur-
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pose. The counter briefly described below is
suitable for x-rays of wave-length between 0.7
and 2.5A. The cathode was of copper about
10 cm long and with an inside diameter of 2

centimeters. The thin entrance window was of
the glass bubble type about 7 microns thick.
It was placed at the end of the cathode so that
the x-rays traversed the length of the counter
and thus had ample chance for absorption.
Since the central wire must be supported entirely
from one end of the counter, it should be stiff
enough to prevent undue sagging. A straight
piece of ground tungsten wire 30 mils in diameter
was selected and polished with crocus cloth until
it was bright and smooth. Since it was not
possible because of its large area to use the usual
glass bead on the end of the counter wire, the
end was merely rounded off carefully by grinding
and likewise polished smooth. About one percent
of the beam was intercepted by the wire. The
rounded end of the central wire was allowed to
approach within two or three millimeters of the
glass window when the former was sealed into
the glass envelope. The forward end of the
cathode was kept about a centimeter away from
the glass window to eliminate spurious dis-
charges between the cathode and the end of the
central wire. The counter was filled to about 45
centimeters of mercury pressure with 99.98 per-
cent pure argon and 12 millimeters pressure of
ethyl alcohol vapor. 4 The addition of the alcohol
vapor, besides quenching metastable states in

the argon gas, lowers the operating voltage of
the counter considerably over those in which

hydrogen or air is used. The counter operated at
l600 volts with about an 80-volt-wide plateau.

4A. Trost, Zeits. f. Physik 105, 399 (1937).
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Calculations show that about 80 percent of the
radiation at 1.5A is absorbed in the counter.
The residual background count was approxi-
mately 50 counts per minute. The Getting type
of multivibrator, s thyratron scale of sixteen' and
Cenco high impedance impulse counter were used
to record the counts. The intensity recorder was
linear to one or two percent up to 8000 random
counts per minute. The intensities recorded in
the present work were far below this —usually not
more than 2500 per minute.

The Geiger counter has certain advantages and
some disadvantages over the ionization chamber
for measuring intensities. Statistical considera-
tions indicate that 10,000 particles must be
counted to bring the accuracy to &1 percent.
Actually because of variations in the x-ray
output from the tube, about 20,000 are needed.
In recording absorption edges the intensity of the
continuous spectrum using the double crystal
spectrometer is

'

rarely more than 2000 per
minute, so that at least 30 minutes aggregate
time must be spent for each point —twenty
minutes with absorber in and ten minutes with
absorber out. Of course, if plenty of intensity is
available, this difficulty disappears, especially if
a very fast counter and circuit are used. 7

There are some rather impressive advantages
of the counter over the ionization chamber and
Pliotron tube. With the Pliotron tube circuit,
there are always residual drifts in the base line
which may change in magnitude from day to
day inexplicably. This is especially true when

high sensitivities are used, as is necessary when

working with the continuous spectrum. The un-
steadiness of the base line seems to always be
more than the Brownian motion limit would
indicate. This is probably due to variations in
the high resistance. leak, emission of positive ions
from the filament and variations of the batteries.
A long period galvanometer is oftentimes used to
decrease the wanderings of the galvanometer
spot due to statistical variations and alpha-
particles from radioactive contamination of the
ionization chamber. Sudden large deHections are

5 I. A. Getting, Phys. Rev. 53, 103 (1938).
6 J. Giarratana, Rev. Sci. Inst. 8, 390 (1937).
7 John Strong, Procedures in Experimentee/ Physics,

p. 270.

produced, with a consequent loss of time and
temper.

The counter is not subject to these limitations.
It is stable and dependable over long periods of
time. Since the action of the Geiger counter is a
type of "trigger action" the effect of a highly
ionizing alpha-particle is exactly the same as a
weakly ionizing beta-particle. Both merely pro-
duce a count and the circuit has recovered in
10 4 second. The counter has been found to be
simple in operation and more dependable than
the Pliotron and galvanometer for the measure-
ment of small x-ray intensities. .

The calcite crystals used on the spectrometer
were fairly good. The (1—1) width at half-
maximum was 3 or 4 percent wider than that
for theoretically perfect crystals in the wave-
length region used. Comparisons of (1+1) and
(1—1) widths indicated that they were class I'
crystals.

The absorption chambers were made by blow-
ing a bubble glass window at either end of a
glass tube about 15 mm in diameter. The actual
length of the gas column was about 7 centi-
meters. A drop of liquid bromine was introduced
into the tube, the end of the tube placed in a
dry ice mixture to freeze the bromine, and the
tube pumped out and sealed off. The vapor
pressure of the bromine gas during the course of
the experiment, then, was determined by its
temperature. For this reason the ambient tem-
perature was recorded to 0.1'C at short intervals
while the absorption data were being taken.
A similar cell contained spectroscopically pure
krypton to approximately two-thirds atmos-
pheric pressure.

In order to compare the absorption by the
bromine molecule with that by the bromine
atom the absorption of atomic bromine is
required. The dissociation temperature of the
bromine molecule is so high that it is not prac-
tical to observe the absorption in dissociated
bromine gas. The alternative is to use a molecule
composed of a bromine atom and another very
light atom such as hydrogen. The interaction
between the photoelectron ejected from the
bromine atom and the hydrogen atom is neg-
ligible, so the absorption of this molecule is

L. G. Parratt, Rev. Sci. Inst. 6, 387 (1935).
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the one band of transmission and that within
the limits of accuracy of the experiment there
was no structure further from the edge. The
present results show that the intensity of any
remaining structure less than 50 volts from the
initial absorption edge is not greater than 2

percent of the first absorption minimum.
This result is in sharp contrast with those of

Coster and Klamer on GeC14." Here several
maxima and minima were observed of gradually
decreasing intensity on the high frequency side
of the initial absorption edge. As shown in the
succeeding paper, the best theory" at the present
time indicates that several maxima and minima
should likewise be observed for bromine. As
there suggested, some of the washing out may
be due to molecular vibrations and the conse-

"D. Coster and G. H. Klamer, Physica I, 889 (1934)."H. Petersen, Zeits. f. Physik 80, 258 (1933).

quent variation of the interatomic distance.
However, the calculations indicate that only
part of the effect may be due to this factor.
Since the Hartree fields and scattering phases
have not been worked out for bromine, it was
necessary to use those for krypton. "The several
approximations and omissions from the theory
including the above one introduce rather serious
uncertainties, so the form of the theoretical in-

tensity curve is subject to revision when these
corrections are finally applied. For this reason
the comparison with theory of such secondary
characteristics as the width of the transmission
band is meaningless.

The author wishes to express his appreciation
to Professor J. A. Bearden for his interest during
the progress of the work and his cooperation in
the development of the Geiger counter.

"J.Holtsmark, Zeits. f. Physik 66, 49 (1930).
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The ratio of the absorption coefficient of the bromine atom in Br2 to that in HBr for mono-
chromatic x-rays is calculated as a function of the x-ray wave-length in the region of the K-
absorption'edge according to the theory as given by Petersen. A predicted minimum at about
5.9 volts on. the high frequency side of the absorption edge agrees satisfactorily with the ex-
perimental findings in position but not in intensity. A predicted broad maximum at about 15
volts from the absorption edge is not found experimentally. The structure for chlorine is
recalculated from the Hartree self-consistent field for the chlorine atom and is compared with
previous photographic measurements.

X—RAY absorption by an atom takes place
when a deep-lying electron can be lifted

past all the filled atomic levels into either an
unoccupied discrete level or completely outside
the atom into the continuum. As a result the
x-ray absorption coef6cient as a function of the
frequency rises initially with a series of absorp-
tion lines extending to higher energies which
converge to a series limit in a few volts. Absorp-
tion to still higher frequencies is continuous.

* This research was supported by a grant-in-aid made to
Professor J. A. Bearden from the Penrose Fund of the
American Philosophical Society.

Argon' and krypton' are excellent examples of
this type of absorption,

In polyatomic gases, on the other hand,
structure is found which extends for a distance of
several hundred volts on the high frequency side
of the absorption threshold. The explanation of
this phenomenon was given by Kronig, ' who
called attention to the important role played by
the ejected photoelectron because of its scatter-
ing by the partner atoms in the molecule.

~ L. G. Parratt, Phys. Rev. 56, 295 (1939).
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